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1. ANNOUNCEMENTS Bï THE СНЛЕШАЫ 

The CHAIRMAN made three announcements: 

A working party consisting of Dr. van den Berg, Dr. Hyde., Dr.Mackenzie, 

r-Dr.• Gear and Dr. Hafezi would meet at 9-30 on Tuesday 1 March to consider 

items 29.1, 29.3.and 29.5 of the agenda concerning the regions. 

Dr. Gear's alternate .would replace him on the "working party on Rules 

of Procedure. 

The .Secretariat would arrange for those members of the Expert 

Committee on Epidemiology and Quarantine who would be in Geneva on 

• • • 

Tuesday to meet and consider items 17， 17.1 and 19 of the agenda before‘ 

• they were discussed by the Board. 

The Board would hold a private session on the afternoon of 

Tuesday, 1 March. 

2. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET'FOR 1950 (EB3/37 and EB3/37 .Add. 1, Add.. 2 and 

Add.3)； -REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON THE PROGRAMME AND BUDGET 

FOR 1950 (EB3/68): ITEMS 5 AND 5.1 QF THE AGENDA 

Mr. LINDSAY (alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) proposed postponing the 

discussion of the programme and budget until-members of the Board had 

had an opportunity to study the report of the working party which had 

just been circulated. 

The proposal for postponement was .supported by Dr. Gear and 

Dr. van den Berg. 

Dr. EVANG considered that a general discussion before the weekend 

would be valuable. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR supported that view. It would be useful for 

the Board to have a gene ral discussion and to receive explanations on 

any difficult 'points from the Director-General. No conclusions would 

be reached at the morning's discussion. 
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It was agreed to adjoum the meeting for half an hour to give 

members time to read the report of the working party and then to , 
• ' i • 

• • . 
proceed to a general discussion of the programme for 1950. 

• ’ -• • . ‘ • 

.• The meeting adjourned from 10 a.m. until 10.30 a.m.' 

Dr. TOILING, chairman of the working party, introducing the report 

the working party (SB3/63) èxpressed appreciation of the way in 

which the budget had been prepared. The working party considered 

that the proposal, in document EB3/37 would provide a programme cohering 

all fields of the Organization's activity. .While the preparation of 

the budget was not•strictly the responsibility of the Executive Board, 

the working party had, submitted proposals on its presentation.'- It was 

suggested that the administrative and a portion of the operational 

programme should be covered- by the regular budget and thá^ an expanded 
• . » • . 
operational programme should be financed under a supplemental budget 

- • .' . 
to which governments would be invited to make voluntary contributions. 

The regular budget would be financed by compulsoiy contributions 

according to the scale of contribution. 
i 

• . • • ，•》... 
The working party had suggested two amendments to the programme.. 

• ' • ‘ • .. • . 
They had proposed, first, reducing the seminar teams in Mental.Health 

‘ ..._ • • •- . . •. 
from twelve to six. The second alteration had been the subject o.f a 

very close vote in the working party and concerned supplies to governments. 

:Sóme members felt that the Organization should not enter the field of 

supplies to governments, on the ground that the matter was one for the 

existing economic machinery. Other .members believed that without 

• * ' '• • . . 

supplies .to governments the efforts of the Organization would be . 

vitiated. 
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The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Dowlirig and the working party for their 

excellent report. 

- . • • . • • . • 

Dr. HYDE, rapporteur ôf the working party, drew attention to the 

definitions,； In Articles 28(g) and, 55 of the Constitution, of the 

respective responsibilities of the Executive Board and the Director-. 

General for the preparation of the budget. The Board could only present 

coimaeftte on' the bwigpt as prepared by the Dire с to r-Gene ral. The budget . 

for 1950 had been prepared in a fluid state in an attempt to reach a 

common presentation by the Secretariat and the Board.- He appreciated 

the co-operative hahdline* of the matter’ which should prove valuable, to 

• • . * 
the Health Assembly and the Organization. ' 

- . . « • • . . . 

Sir Aücot MUDAIjIAR said that nov objections could have been raised 

to the proposals in document EB3/37 if they had covered a fire-year 

prograriime; it was, however, difficult to imagine that.an expansion on 

the dimensions suggested could .be undertaken in one year." He quoted, the 

increase of the 1950 over the 1949 estimatês for environmental sanitation. 

mental health and venereal diseases. TWhile realizing that the problems 

t • 

warranted the expenditures he doubted whether such amounts could be used 

profitably" in 1950'，because of the lack of. expert and technical personnel. • 

Governments might, be chary contributing to an abnormally large budget, 

which he proposed should be restricted to the amount necessary to finance 

such programmes as could, be carried out in 1950• 

He noted that considerable sums were set asi<Je f oar the purchase 
• . . ' 、 • 、 • * ‘ • » • 

and maintenance of automobiles for demonstration teams and wondered whether 

cars could not be made available by governments or through private 
• * . • . 

agencies in the-countries to which the teams would be sent. • 、 
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He regretted thó division of opinion' in the working party on the 

question of supplies to governments. The question was of the greatest 

importance. He quoted certain passages of document EB3/37 (page 105， 

paragraph 5.2 and page 81, second paragraph) in support of the con-
4 

t e n t i o n t h a t t h e i^nishing of supplies to. governments otherwise unable 
. •* . . . 

to obtain them was essential if operations such as the malaria campaign 

W e r e t 0 S u c c e e d ' The malaria, campaign was of the utmost importance 

directly or indirectly to all countries, and it should net be jeop^dizod 

by the withholding： of supplies. ‘ 

Referring to the proposal to finance part of the operating p r o - . 

gramme by voluntary contributions from governments, he noted the diffi-

culty which might arise in the recruitment of staff for such p r o g r è s 

unless it were possible to assure their continuity after I950. . 

Priorities should be established ".in health wprk ‘ While all the 

projects were valuable the priority list should be limitad to. esscntdal . 

W O r k 她 C o n t a i n , i n t h e following order, epidemiology and operations for 

•the control of epidemics and pandemics, the welfare of mothers and 

C K i l d r e n ( i n co-operation with other organizations such as FA0)} tuber-

C U l 0 S Í S í V e n e r e a l d i á e a s e s 如 d malaria. The mental health programme 

ccmld at present be restricted to a few countries； in others the malaria 

Campaign was more important. 

Dr. .DOWLING explained that the working U d H 咖_nded 

the elimination of supplies to demonstration teàns. The majority 

opinion had recommended the deletion of continuing supplies to govern-

merits on the ground that economic machinery existèd for that.purpose. 

Demonstration projects were expected t o ' l ^ t a . y e a r , during which time 

the governments would be able to arrange, through the proper channels， 

for supplies to continue the work. All members agreed on the -need 

f o r s u p p l i e s ' T h e difference of opinion centred on the means for 

obtaining them. 



D r* E V A N G said there was general agreement on three points, namely, 

that machinery should be established to advise governments on- supplies.； 

that demonstration teams should have their own supplies and that 

supplies should be provided in emergencies. The. question was whether 

. * . » . 

t h @ r e should be additional direct supplies' to governments. He recalled 

the decision, reached in the Committee on Programme at the first Health 

Assènibly, that TOO was not a supply agency. That attitude could not 

be changed but it was ne.cessary to face the facts. He belonged to 

the large minority of the working party which believed that the Organize-

tion should furnish supplias to' 'governments-who would otherwise be unable 
• • • • 

• - . • 
to continue work started by demonstration teams. He cited the ex-
p e r i e n c e o f t h e Rockefeller Foundation, which continued an initial pro-

• t 
• , " • 

ject by providing support, supplies, staff and buildihg equipment until 

the local government was in a position to .take over the "work alone. 

The 12，000，000 allocation could not provide supplies to goverments 

generally but would allow the work of demonstration teaiiis to be con-

timed. He hoped that .the definition' of 抑 emergency or of supplies 

for.demonstration：teams could be enlarged to cover that particular' case. 

Dr. YUNG said that all agreed that medical supplies were essential 

f.or the implementation of the programme and that certain countries were 

unfortunate enough not to have such supplies. While WHO .should not 

become a supply agency a portion of the 1950 budget should be earmarked 

t o 红10№ a s m a 1 1 amount of essential medical supplies to countries' which, 

for one reason or another, wore unable to procure th‘em through the 

existing eQ.oncmic machinery.' • . • 
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Dr.. STAMPAR agreed with the views expressed by Dr. Eva'ng and 

Dr. Yung. The question was pe.rticularly difficult. The majority of 

the working party had decided that supplies should be given to countries 

needing advisory .services. There existed however a second category of • 

' C 0 U n t r i e S Î w h i c h h a d highly developed health services but which 

W e r S n e V e r t h G l e s s ш а Ь 1 е t 0 obtain essential medical supplies, such aS 

penicillin, for reasons which were not financial, m o must act. He 

r e a l i 2 G d t h S e C 0 職 i c d i 衍 c i t i e s involved but if supplies were con-

f Í n e d t 0 d e m ° n s t r a t i o n t e a 叫 countries in the second category he had 

mentioned would be in a very difficult position. Some countries suf-

f e r e d Г Г 0 Ш £ n a c u t e s h o r t ^ e 过 Penicillin because, their plants were 

i n C ° m p l e t e a n d out~raodfed _ they wera obliged to import it from . . 

abroad. 

The function of WW was to improve health conditions and failure 

to help countries in need by the provision of.drugs and essential 

equipment would mean the end of the Organization. He agreed that 

_ should not, in normal times,, be a supp^ organization, but main-

t a i n S d t h S t l n t h Q P — n t critical period it must facilitate the 

échange ,of goods. spite of setbacks Ш 0 had achieved a high 

d G g r G e ° f i n t e r m t i 0 n a l C o l l abo-tion and it 卿t p l a y i t s p a r t 辽 t : э 

essential matter of supplies. 

C O r a m e n t i n S ° n t h e S i Z S 。f 版 budget Presented, he thought the 

H e a U h A S S e m b l y C 0 U l d & .鄉抓M to vote a budget оГ eight Mllion 

d 0 l l a r S ' H S W a S d ° U b t f u l 版 Organization would succeed in 

collecting thirty million dollars. „ 
He was confident that good 

r S S U l t S W ° U l d b S ° b t a i n e d 对让 ^ budget of eight Mllion dollar 

U 赚 Р Г 0 Р е Г 1 У U S 叫 b U t h G 贿触 the ^anizat ion against the 
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danger of "bureaucratization" which‘would.arise through the recruit-

. • • • 

ment of too many staff for headqiiarters • He also stressed the im-

portance of securing ihe balanced geographical：distribution of the 
� • “ •. 
staff. 

The DIRECTOR-GEJJERA.L said that the proposals ‘ on supplies, on 

pages 10 and 11, paragraph 2.8 of document EB3/37 were.an 'attempt.to 

carry out the functions of the Organization under Article 2 of the 

. .； . •• -, i • 
i ‘ . . — • . 

Constitution. The provision of supplies was founded firmly on requests. 
• I ‘ ' 

• • . • 

At a recent meeting of a group of countries almost all the requirements- -

expressed had bean in terms'of- supplies which could not be obtained 

in thé present abnormal circumstances. The. demonstration''of health 

procedures was oiie of the best ways of educating comtries as to the. 

needs f or their-iiealth servioes.' Such demonstrations- proved-to. 
. . ' - ‘ • * 

governments that money invested in health was money well invested. 
* » . . 

. ； • • 
However, .the obtaining of supplies through the normal channels often 

took some time after- governments had become convinced, of the need for 

an .investment in health services. .If WHO were unable to furnish ,sup-

plies. for the continuance of .work • there would be a gap between the 

end of the demonstration and the procurement of supplies through the. 

nórmal channels. As governments were expected to'pay for supplies 

whenever possible the .proposal would increase WHO assets i n many countries. 

Dr. HYDE said all agreed that WHO should -furmsh supplies for demon-' 

straticm teams. The 1950 budget prop9sed the expansion of demonstration. 

w o r k> f c r w h i c h supplies had been approved. The question of supplies 

for the "follow-through" period at the end of the demonstrations should, 

more appropriately, be discussed in connexion with the 1951 budget. 



Rev.l 

During the demonstration period it was important to arrange for the 

c o n t i職 n c e of the wôrk. If in specific cases it appeared that supplies 

could only be ^rnished by Ш 0 , the question of their provision would 

h a V e t 0 ^ C O n S l d e r e d i n comexicn with the continuation and expansion 

of the work. Otherwise use should be made of the existing economic 

machinery. WHO should impress on EGE and other economic organizations 

the fact that health suppHes were aS important a s coal and steel and 

S h 0 U M b S t r e a t e d i n t h s s a m e 哪 ЬУ the е;<золош1с machinery. A lumpsum 

allocation for supplies to governments in the Ш 0 budget would provide an 

excuse for economic organisations to refuse to consider 让e problem and 

û n S X C U S e f ° r n a t i o n a l . governments not to try to obtain supplies for 

themselves, . — 
r • . . 

He feared that paragraph 5.3 on page 94 of document ЕВЗ/З? might be 

taken as a promise to Ornish supplies for any health projects in any 

country. That was clearly impossible. The sum of |2,000,000 was 

infinitesimal in relation to supply needs for health.. 

The Organization should supply its own demonstration and advisory 

activities and otherwise use its prestige and influence for the 

improvement of the f l ^ oí health applies. № e n next year it should 

consider the problem of furnishing supplies-in specific cases where work 

could not be otherwise continued. 

Dr, MACK腿 I E l reverting- to the question of the programe for 1950， 

' S a i d t M t t h e ^ n c t l o n ^ e Board was (l) to consider ÍVom the 

t C C h n Í C a l a S P e C t W h e t h e r a 1 1 ^ ^ - b l e activities had been included, and 

( 2 ) W h e t h e r t h G a m ° U n t b u d ^ e t e d -吐 item was appropriate in proportion 

t 0 t h S n œ d S ° f 0 t h e r S . . 让e proposed budget was exceedingly well^ 

b a l a n C e d t h e ° n t h e _ 山 proportionate to needs, the amount of 

鈐СХЬСЮО set aside for Mental Health seemed disproportionate t.o the SUffl 0 f 
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$600,000 allocated for Tuberculosis and ^700,000 for Venereal-
. < . ' • • 

• . . . • . . . ‘ 
disproportionate not to the. need, but to -what it was possible to do 1ft 

the existing state of knowledge¿ % 

He stressed the paramount necessity for the appointment of 

only highly qualified experts in connexion with the various health 

"jects. It would be most unfortunate if the. extensive ргоясгаагаз' proposed 

•war®, to o^itRb&â on the technical advic© oí, тт'-фо mvü 
* • « ., 

ся» not recogrdzeâ by governments as compétent in the various fields. 

• • • , 

The problem.of supplies, should be considered from a broad aspect. 

He appreciated the necessity.for the continuation of supplies aftsr'-domon 

• ‘ _ 

stràtion teams had completed thsir work and before govermenti3 怖re in a . 

position to obtain them. That* could best Ъе arranged by the ciemonatration 

teaiEs, at the beginning； of their work, informing goverments of tho oquip-
» 

merrt and material whicïi would be required to continue tho work. Chaos 

. . . . • ' . ‘ . . . . 

mighl; result if WHO should attempt to furnish supplies in that intaria 
• . • • 

period. Governments .could enlist tho existing- economic raacHinory, 

possibly by a loan irom the International Bank, an4 their requests should, 

be supported by ¥H0, He agreed with-Dr. Hyde that even if thd щеГс 

•pittance of $2,000,000 were set aside for supplies, the economic bodies 
• ». 

and the International Bank would be liable to assume that WHO had 

accepted full resrponsibiiity in the matter. 1IVH0 could also bring pressvtfe 

to bear on the various exiêting economjс bodies in connexion with 

facilitatijig the purchase of supplies, as had bean done in thô ease of 

DDÎ， and of equipnent required for devastated areas. 

M. RUDZINSKI (alternate_ to Dr. Kczusznik) said that with renard 

to the question of supplies co.untries might be divided into three groups, 

The first group comprised countries possessing both the personnel . 

.and the means for coping vdth problems embraced in the programs of Y.UO. 

* t 

The second gro.v 。r conntri es lacking both personnol 
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* . 

‘•： . 、 

and technical means., and for' those countries the arguments put forward 
• . * . 

by Dr. Evang had convinced him that it was necessary to have a small 

appropriation the budget which could fill the gap between the tenaina-

tion of work done by teams arid the time when the country concerned , • 

would have the means to undertake the continuance of the work itself• 

• The third group cf comtries included those that had the 

personnel .but щ Ь the means,. and in that group штё most ofth© count ries 

Of、continefrtal Europe at present, including Poland, He could not ac;ree 

that the existing economic machinery could take care of the problow cf 

health supplies； the fact was that it-iras unable to do so. He folt sure 

that the International Bank for Reconstruction would not, under its rules 

and policy, rive any loan for a purpose which was not purely economic 

and based on sound economic investment principles• 

At present， three and a half years after the war, many countries 

were not yot in a position to provide the necessary sup-plies •： • even if 

they had the money to buy them they could not obtain them under existing 

circumstances, as Dr# Stampar had. indicated. The question shorüd Ъо con-

sidered as ал emeagency and not as .a matter of setting a principle for the 

future• 

He agreed that if approved the programe should be confined to 

the field covered by the programme of the Organization• If his own govern-
‘ » « 

ment was not able to pay for certain supplies in hard currency it would be 

ready to pay in its own "currency and to open a current account in th3 

national bank to cover the expenses of WHO in Poland # 

The meeting rose at 12,45 Р#ш. 
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1. ANNOUNCEMENTS BY CHâlRMAN 

The CHAIRMAN made three announcements: 

• . . . . . 

A working party consisting of Dr. van den Berg, Dr. Hyde, Dr.Mackenzie 

Dr. Gear and Dr. Hafezi would meet at 9«30 on Tuesday 1 March to consider 

items 29*3 and 29»5 of the agenda concerning the regiôns. 

Dr. Gear1 s alternate would replace him on the working party on Rules 

of Procedure* 

The Secretariat would arrange for those members, of the Expert 

Committee on Epidemiology and Quarantine who would be in Geneva on 

Tuesday to meet and consider items 17/ 17-1 and 19 of the agenda before 

they were discussed by the Board. 

The Board would hold a private session on the afternoon of 

Tuesday, 1 March. 

2. PROGRAMME AND BUDGET FOR 1950 (EB3/37 and EB3/37 Add. 1, Add- 2 and 

Add.3)； REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON THE PUDGRAMME AND BUDGET 

FOR 1950 (EB3/68): ITEMS 5 AND 5.1 OF THE AGENDA 

Mr. LINDSAY (alternate to Dr. Mackenzie) proposed postponing the 

discussion of the programme and budget until members of the Board had 

had an opportunity to study the report of the working party which had 

just been circulated. 

The proposal for postponement was supported by Dr. Gear and 

Dr. van den Berg. 

Dr. EVANG considered that a general discussion before the weekend 

would be valuable. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR supported that view. It would be useful for 

the Board to have a gene ral discussion and to receive explanations on 

any difficult points from the Dir e сt o r-Ge ne ral• No conclusions would 

be reached at the morningf s discussion. 



It was agreed to adjourn the meeting for half an hour to give 

members time to read the report of the working party and then to 

• proceed to a general discussion of the programme for 1950. 

The meeting adjourned from 10 а.и. until 10.30 a.m. 

Dr. DOTiSLING, chairman of the working party, introducing the report 

of the working party (SB3/68) expressed appreciation of the way in 

which the budget had been prepared. The working party considered 

that the proposal in document EB3/37 would provide a programe covering 

all fields of the Organization's activity. While the preparation of 

the budget was not strictly the responsibility of the Executive Board, 

the working party had submitted proposals on its presentation. It was 

suggested that the administrative and a portion of the operational 

.programme should be covered by the regular budget and that an expended 

' • ' ' • • , . . . 

operational programme should be financed under a supplemental budget 

to which governments would be invited to make voluntaiy contributions. 

The regular budget would be financed by eompulsoiy contributions 

according to the scale of contribution. 
' • • . 

The working party had suggested two amendments to the programme. 

They had proposed, first, reducing the seminar teams in Mental Health 

from twelve to six. The second alteration had been the subject of a 

very close vote in the working party and concerned supplies to governments. 

Some members felt that the Organization should not enter the field of 

supplies to governments, on the ground that the matter was one for the 

existing economic machinely. Other members believed that without 

supplies to.governments the efforts of the Organization would be 

vitiated.. 



The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr. Dowling and the working party for their 

excellent report. 

Dr. HYDE, rapporteur of the working party, drew attention to the 

definitions, in Articles 28(g) and, 55 of the Constitution, of the 

respective responsibilities of the Executive Board and the Director-

General for the preparation of the budget. The Board could only present 

commente on the budget as prepared by the Director-General. The budget 

for 1950 had been prepared in a fluid state in an attempt to roach a 

common presentation by the Secretariat and the Board. He appreciated 

the co-operative handlin? of the matter, which should prove valuable to 

the Health Assembly and the Organization. 

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR said that no objections could have been raised 

t 0 t h e proposals in document EB3/37 if they had covered a ten-year 

programme； it was, however, difficult to imagine that an expansion on 

the dimensions suggested could .be undertaken in one year. He quoted the 

increase of the 1950 over the 1949 estimates for environmental sanitation, 

mental health and venereal diseases. While realizing that the problems 

warranted the expenditures he doubted whether such amounts could be used 

< 

profitably in 1950, because of the lack of expert and technical personnel. 

Governments might be.chary of contributing to an abnormally large budget, 

which he proposed should be restricted to the amount necessaiy to finance 

such programmes as could be carried out in 1950. 

He noted that considerable sums were set aside for the purchase 

and maintenance of automobiles for demonstration teams and wondered whether 

cars could not be made available by governments or through private 

agencies in the countries to which the teams would be sent. 



He regretted th3 division of opinion in the working party on the 

question of supplies to governments. The question was of the greatest 

importance. He quoted certain passages of document EB3/37 (page 105, 

paragraph 5.2 and page 81, second paragraph) in support of the con-

tention that the furnishing of supplies to governments otherwise unable 

to obtain them was essential if operations such as the malaria canpaign 

w e r e t 0 s u c c e e d ' T h Q malaria campaign was of the utmost importance 

directly or indirectly to all countries, and it should net be jeopardized 

by the withholding of supplies. 

Referring to the proposal to finance part of the operating pro-

gramme by voluntary contributions from governments, he noted the diffi-

culty which might arise in the recruitment of staff for such programes 

unless it were possible to assure their continuity after 1950. 

Priorities should be established in health work. While all thü 

projects were valuable the priority list should be limited to essentia：. 

work and contain, in the following order, epidemiology and operations for 

the control of epidemics and pandemics, the welfare of mothers and 

children (in co-operation with other organizations such as FAO), tuber-

culosis, venereal diseases and malaria. The mental health programme 

could at present be restricted to. a few countries; in others the malaria 

campaign was more important. 

Dr. DOWLING explained that the working party had not recommended 

the elimination of supplies to demonstration tsams. The majority 

o p i n i o n h a d recommended the deletion of continuing supplies to govern-

m e n t s o n t h e S r o u n d 访瓧 economic machinaiy existed for that purpose. 

Demonstration projects were expected to last a year, during which time 

the governments would be able to arrange, through the proper channels, 

for supplies to continue the work. All members agreed on the need 

for supplies. The difference of opinion centred on the means for 

obtaining them. 



Dr. EVANG said there was general agreement on three points, namely, 

that machinery should be established to advise governments on supplies? 

that demonstration teams should have their own supplies and that 

supplies should be provided in emergencies. The question was whether 

therç should be additional direct supplies to governments. He recalled 

the decision, reached in the Committee on Programme at the first Health 

Assembly, that WHO was not a supply agency. That attitude could not 

be changed but it was necessary to face the facts. He belonged to 

the large minority of the working party which believed that the Organiza-

tion should furnish supplias to governments who would otherwise be unable 

to continue work started by demonstration teams. He cited the ex-

perience of the Rockefeller Foundation, which continued an initial pro-

¿ect by providing support, supplies, staff and building equipment until 

the local government was in a position to take over the work alone. 

The $2,000,000 allocation could not provide supplies to governments 

generally but would allow the work of demonstration teams to be con_ 

tinued. He hoped.that the definition of an emergency or of supplies 

f o r demonstration teams could be enlarged to cover that particular case, 

Dr. YUNG said that all agreed that medical .supplies were essential 

for the implementation of the programme and that certain countries were 

unfortunate enou^i not to have such supplies. Tflfhile WHO should not 

become a supply agency a portion of the 1950 budget should be earmarked 

to allow a small amount of essential medical supplies to countries which, 

f o r o n e reason or another, were unable to procure them through the 

existing economic machinery. 



Dr. STâMPAR agreed with the views expressed by Dr. Evang and 

Dr. Yung. The question was particularly difficult. The majority of 

the working party had decided that supplies should be given to countries 

needing advisory services. There existed however a second category of 

countries? those which had highly developed health services but which 

were nevertheless unable to obtain essential medical supplies, such as 

penicillin, for reasons which were not financial, WHO must act. Hs 

realized the economic difficulties involved but if supplies were con-

fined to demonstration teams, countries in the second category he had 

mentioned would be in a very difficult position. Some countries suf-

fered from an acute shortage of penicillin because their plants were 

incomplete and out-moded and they were obliged to import it from 

abroad. 

The function of WHO was to improve health conditions and failure 

to help countries in need by the provision of drugs and essential 

equipment would mean the end of the Organization. He agreed that 

TOO should not, in normal times, be a supply organization, but main-

tained that in the present critical period it must facilitate the 

exchange of goods», In spite of setbacks Ш 0 had achieved a high 

degree of international collaboration and it must play its part in the 

essential matter of supplies. 

Commenting on the size of the budget presented, he thought the 

Health Assembly could be expected to vote a budget of eight million 

dollars. He ш з doubtful whether the Organization would succeed in 

collecting thirty million dollars. . He was confident that good 

r e S U l t S W O u l d b e 冲tained 对让 ^ budget of eight million dollars if 

it were properly used, but he warned the Organization against the 



danger of "bureaucratization" which would arise through the recruit-

ment of too many staff for headquarters. He also stressed the im-

portance of securing the balanced geographical distribution of the ' 

‘ .. » ' - - ‘ *• • ： ‘ ..丨 .•’ 

staff. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the proposals on supplies, on 

pages 10 and 11, paragraph 2.8 of doçument EB3/37 теге an attempt to 

carry out the functions of the Organization under Article 2 of the 

• ‘ ： ‘. •. 

Constitution. The provision of supplies was founded.firmly on requests. 

At a recent meeting of a group of countries almost all the requirements 

expressed had been in terms of supplies which could not be obtained 
- . , • 

in the present abnormal circumstances. The demonstration of health 

procedures was one of the best ways of educating countries.as to the 

needs for their health services. Such demonstrations proved to 

governments that money invested in health was money well invested. 

However, the obtaining of supplies through the normal channels often 

took some time after governments had become convinced of the need for 

an investment in health services. If WHO were unable to furnish sup-

plies for the continuance of work there would be a gap between the 

end of the demonstration and the procurement of supplies through the 

• . . . . . . 
normal channels. As governments were expected to pay for supplies 

whenever possible the proposal would increase WHO assets in many countries. 

Dr. HYDE said all agreed that ГО0 should furnish supplies for demon-

stration teams. The 1950 budget proposed the expansion of demonstration 

work， for which supplies had been approved. The question of supplies 

for the follow-through" period at the end of the demonstrations should, 

more appropriately, be discussed in connexion with the 1951 budget. 
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During the demonstration period it was important to arrange for the 

continuance of the work. If in specific cases it appeared that supplies 

could only be iUrnished by 1H0, the question of their provision would 

have to be considered in connexion with the continuation and expansion 

of the work. Otherwise use should be made of the existing economic 

machinery. TOO should impress cn EGE and other economic organizations 

the fact that health supplies were as important as coal and steel and 

.should be treated in the same way by the economic machinery. A lump-sum 

allocation for supplies to governments in the WHO budget would provide an 

excuse for economic organizations to refuse to consider the problem and 

an excuse for national governments not to try to obtain supplies for 

themselves. 

He feared that paragraph 5-3 on page 94 of document EB3/37 might be 

taken as a promise to famish supplies for any health projects in any 

country. That was clearly impossible. The sum of ООО,000. was 

infinitesimal in relation to supply needs for health. 

The Organization should supply its ovm demonstration and advisory 

activities and otherwise use its prestige and influence for the 

improvement of the fXbw o'f health supplies. Then next year it should 

consider the problem of furnishing supplies in specific cases where work 

could not be otherwise continued. 

Dr, MACKENZIE, reverting tc the question of the programme for 1950， 

s a i d that the function of the Board was (l) to consider £гош the 
к 

technical aspect whether all desirable activities had been included, and 

(2) whether the amount budgeted for each item was appropriate in proportion 

to the needs of others. While the proposed budget was exceedingly wall-

balanced and the ilgures on the whole proportionate tc needs, the amount of 

1900,000 set aside for Mental Health seemed disproportionate t.o the sum of 



$600,000 allocated for Tuberculosis and $700,000 for Venereal Disease -

disproportionate not to. the need, but to what it wp.s possible to do in 

the existing state of knowledge.. 

He stressed the paramount necessity for the appointment of 

only highly qualified experts in connexion with the various health pro-

jects. It T/rould be most unfortunate if the Extensive programme proposed 

were to be operated on the technical advice of men who were second-rate 

or not recognized by governments as competent in the various fields. 

The problem of supplies should be considered from a broad nspcct. 

He appreciated the necessity for the continuation of supplies after demon-

stration teams had completed their work and before governments were in a 

position to obtain them. That could best be arranged by the demonstration 

teams, at the beginning of their work, informing governments of the equip-

ment and material which would be required to continue the work. Chaos 

might result if WHO should attempt to furnish supplias in that intérim 

period. Governments could enlist the isting economic machinery, 

possibly by a loan from th。工rrberuational Bank, and their requests should 

be supported by WHO. He agreed with Dr. Hyde that even if the mere 

pittance of 浴2,ООО,000 were set aside for supplies, the economic bodies 

and the International Bank would be liable to assume that WHO had 

accepted full responsibility in the matter. WHO could also bring pressure 

to bear on the various existing economic bodies in connexion with 

facilitating the purchase of supplies, as had been done in the case of 

DDT, and of equipment required for devastated areas. 

M. RUDZINSKI (alternate to Dr. Kczusznik) said that with regard 

to the question of. supplies countries might be divided into throe groups• 

The first group comprisad countries possessing both the personnel 

•and the means for coping with problems embraced in the programe of WHO. 

The second group consisted of countries lackinc both personnel 



and technical means, and for those countries the arguments put forward 

by.Dr^ Evang had convinced him that it was necessary to have a small 

appropriation in the budget which could fill the gap between the termina-

tdon of work done by teams and the time when the country concerned 

would have the means to widertake the continuance of the work itself. 

The third group of countries included those that had the 

persormel btá» aot the means, and in that group were most of the countries 

of continental Europe at present, including Poland. He could not agree 

that the existing economic machinery could take care of the problem of 

health supplies; the fact was that it was unable to do so. He felt sure 

that the International Bank for Reconstruction would not, under its rules 

and policy, Give any loan for a purpose which was not purely economic 

and based on sound economic investment principles. 

A t Present, three and a half years after the war, many countries 

were not yot in a position to provide the necessary supplies : even if 

they had the money to buy them they could not obtain them under existing 

circumstances, as Dr. Stampar had•indicated. The question should be con-

s i d e r e d a s a n 挪ecgency and not as a matter of setting a principle for the 

future. 

He agreed that if approved the programme should be confined to 

t h e f i e l d covered by the programme of the Organization. If his ото govern-

ment was not able to pay for certain supplies in hard currency it would be 

ready to pay in its own currency and to open a current account in the‘ 

national bank to cover the expenses of WHO in Poland. 

The meeting rose at 12.45 p*m. 
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